NOVA-M

- Lightweight & Sturdy
- Attractive Design
- Effortless Operation
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The HETRONIC NOVA family of transmitters sets the standard for today’s industrial radio remote controls. The small and sturdy design of the NOVA–M is sized just right to allow operations with gloves. No compromises are made in regard to functionality and operator friendliness.

**Typical Applications:**

Like most Hetronic products, the NOVA–M transmitter is designed to fit a broad variety of applications. It's ideal for scissor lifts, tow trucks, tower cranes, overhead cranes and other equipment.

The NOVA–M is available with either two dual axis joysticks (digital or proportional) or with one dual axis joystick (digital or proportional) along with auxiliary functions. It comes standard with a battery charger and two rechargeable batteries.

Hetronic offers the NOVA–M pre-engineered and “off-the-shelf” for the most common applications. However, the NOVA–M is also available as a customized solution. Please contact Hetronic and our engineering staff will tailor a NOVA–M system to your needs.

The ergonomic and lightweight design allows operators to easily access control elements. The joysticks or paddle levers permit a smooth operation of the machine without operator fatigue.

The NOVA–M in combination with Hetronic’s RX 14 HL Series or BMS-2 receivers assures effortless integration of the machine circuitry.

About Hetronic:

HETRONIC specializes in safety radio remote controls. With manufacturing facilities on three continents and sales representatives in over 45 countries, our customers enjoy the benefit of maximum knowledge and local support. We’re confident that our innovative products will increase the safety and efficiency of your machines.
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